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Helen keller webquest

Welcome: An American Hero: Helen Keller Description: In this web quest, you will learn and learn the life of a little girl who was blind and deaf. Grade Level: 3-5 Curriculum: Social Studies Keywords: Helen Keller Author(s): Hannah Maness Select Logout below when you're ready to finish
your current session. Go to this website and find the answers to these questions. 1 In which year was Helen Keller born? 2 When and why did Helen Keller become blind and deaf? 3 Who came to help Helen? 4 What did she teach Helen? 5 Which book did Helen write?6 Find the English
meaning and the translation of the word 'tantrum'. (Use the links on the right.) Then try to solve this crossword puzzle. (When you're done, click on the bottom 'Prt Sc' on your keyboard, then go to your Word document and click Insert (rightmuisklik, plakken). Now you have a picture of the
crossword in your document.) In the short film you can see annie Sullivan teach Helen her first words. 7 Is it easy for Helen to spell the words? 8 Do you think it will be easy for Ms. Sullivan to be a teacher for Helen? Why (not)? Next page Have you ever wondered what it would be like to be
deaf or blind? Or both, deaf and blind? You are about to embark on a journey that will take you to another time. You, along with four others in your group, will take a journey into the past to visit the life of a woman who was deaf and blind and mastered. This woman was Helen Keller. For this
journey, you and your group are assigned certain sections of Helen Keller's life that helped her teach the world to respect people who are deaf blind. Your group will explore one of these sections (here you will find): Childhood, Education, Young Woman, Champion of the Blind and World
Leader. You and your group use your summary skills on your exploration to create a presentation in which you will teach the rest of the class about your results. Good luck! Thank you for your participation! ☰ Menu Introduction 3-4th Class Have you ever walked like it might be to be blind?
What if you were deaf? What if you were blind and deaf? Today we will go on an adventure through research and learn about a woman who was blind and deaf, but she traveled and spoke around the world! Let's get started! Task We will take this lesson time to learn some questions about
Helen Keller's return round and to answer what she has achieved in life and how she has dealt with her difficult situation. Process Click on the link to view the video and then ask the following questions about ... What did she do with her fingers at the beginning of the video? How did Helen
communicate with her friends? How long is Helen Keller deaf and blind? How does it seem to deal with her situation? Deal? on the link to see the video, then answer the questions below: ... Helen was the first blind/deaf person to do what? Name 3 Helen had successes in her growing
years. What was Helen's first book, and when did she write it? Click on the link and find the answers to the following questions: ... When did Helen lose her eyesight and hearing? Why? How old was Helen when she finally started learning words? Who was Helen's teacher? To what extent
was Helen similar to her teacher? Which college did Helen attend? Did she graduate? Name a few things That Helen Keller has done all over her (Note: Is she on the road? Where? What did she write? Where did she work?) In what year did Helen die? Get with a partner and take turns
writing this sentence with your eyes closed. Molly drank her milk and happily asaped her bread when she saw the ducks swimming in the pond. Now you and your partner will take turns tracking words into each other's palms. Don't tell each other what you're spelling until you guess a few
times. You should trace a word at least three times. Choose simple words (3-6 letters). Discuss the following questions with your partner and write the answers to your paper: How did you not see what you wrote? Was it difficult for you to write without seeing? How did Helen feel about
having to deal with it all her life? Was it easy for you to find out that the word is written in your hand? Describe how you felt when you tried to figure out the word that your partner was following back in your hand. Once you're done, come to me and I'll give you the next instructions. On your



own, write 8-10 sentences about everything in your life. You must keep your eyes closed during this activity. I will go through the room to check you. Rating GRADING SHEET: I will evaluate you on the basis of participation, thoroughness and completion. A total of 52 points are available for
this task. PARTICIPATION: 12 points THOROUGHNESS: 20 points COMPLETION: 20 points *You can lose points by not participating with your partner, or by wasting your time during the research process. If you give short, unshort answers to deeper questions, you lose points. If you do
not complete the task, you will lose points. Conclusion Today we learned about a very important woman in history. We have learned how it affects the world. have briefly discussed and looked at what it is like to live as a blind person. Take this time to finish your 8-10 sentences of blind
writing, and make sure you turn it on to me when you're done. Credits Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue of the website, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and
Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue to visit the website, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. For more information, please see our Privacy Policy and User Agreement.
Details.
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